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Rick Jorgensen
Interview by Christopher Koch
In his other life, Rick Jorgensen designs earthquake-tolerant (he hopes)
bridges for the California Department of Transportation. But when he goes
home, he uses his understanding of structural loads to perfect his Tango tan~
" made
dem designs, a passion he's bad since the early '70s. Although he has
just 50 tandems to date (prices start at $5000 for his custom-only framesets),
his outspoken theories and revolutionary Uptube design have made him one
of the most influential-and controversial-authorities on current tandem
design in the u.s.

How did you discover tandems?
I bought my first randem in the early
'70s. It was an English Jack Taylor, which
I used to go touring with my girlfriend.
But trying to ride that bike, which had a
mixte frame in the back with panniers
franc and rear, was really difficulr. What
we ended up doing was jnst off-loading
equipment until we barely had carrying
capaciry to make the tour realistic. It was
like riding a bike down the tOad with
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newspapers on a rear rack when you
were a kid. The back end of rhe bike just
went in all kinds of different directions
from the front of the bike. I saw it being a
real problem, but at the rime, I didn't
know what ro do about ir.
How did you solve that problem?
I wenr through a number of orher
tandems, bur I could never find one that I
really liked. By that time I had gone ro

engineering school and had studied a lit
de hit about what makes structures work.
So I sat down and decided whar was
important for me in a bike.
The firsr thing was to fix that torsional
instability [rwisting in the frame] you get
with flexible tandems. I say rhe bike han
dles poorly in an emergency maneuver if
the back end of the bike and the front end
of the bike go in different directions. It's
thar feeling when you try to avoid a pot
hole on a tandem-or the bike with the
newspapers on the back.
In addition, the bike doesn't track true
when you ger that load going back and
forth on the hack. It causes a lot of upper
body fatigue for the captain because you
have to correct by actually sreering the
bike down the road. You find thar, on old
tandems and wimpy tandems, when you
ride down the road you actually make a
steering adjustmenr for every pedal
stroke because the bicycle is snaking
down the road. And when you get off the
bike you don't even notice you were
doing it because you make those correc
tions automatically. But then you get on a
single bike and you find you're swerving
back and forth with every pedal stroke.
To me rhat was really eye-opening. So the
first goal I had in designing a tandem was
to make the bike torsionally rigid so it
performs well in an emergency maneuver.
How can you eliminate the twisting
effect that causes instabiliry in tandems?
There are two ways ro make things
stiffer. You can make rhe tubing bigger, or
you can CUt the length of the rubing
down. You cut the length down hy mak
ing the rear end of the bike sharrer and
bringing the stoker forward toward the
bike's center of graviry so there's nor as
much flex going on in the rear end.
If the rear end is shorter, the bike does
act better. But rhen the stoker is so close
to the captain that builders do some
weird rhings to compensare. Sometimes
they lay back the sear angle and do orher
weird stuff. I think rhat's all wrong. You
have ro design the bike around the rider.
You put the person in their optimal riding
posirion, which is close to whar it's going
to be on their single bike. You use a similar seat tube angle and a similar saddleto-handlebar distance-just a lite,Ie more
uprighr on rhe back of a tandem so you
can look around the captain.
(Continued on page 62)
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(Continued from page 76)
You decided to build your bikes with
oversize tubing then?
I opted to give the stoker more room
and use oversize tubing ro give the bike
torsional rigidity. Not only does a rigid
bike perfotm well hut it feels secure. It
makes you a bettet rider. It puts you in
this reassuring feedback loop that says
the hike is capable of doing what I'm
capable of doing, which makes you a ber
ter rider, which makes you a safer tider,
which makes you more confident.

But oversize tubing couldn't have been
the entice answer, because you went a
srep further with the Uptube design,
adding an oversize tube between the front
bottom bracket and rear seat cluster.
The Uptube idea addresses the two
major torsional loads applied in a tan
dem. One is the twisting at the rear rider's
center of gravity, and the other is front
botrom bracket deflecrion.
Ar the office we were looking at
bridges and trying to figure out how to
resist loads at an unsupported corner of a
structure, like a door frame. Well, obvi
ously, plltting in a diagonal member is
how you want to do it. So I thought that
would work in a randem, by putting a
rube between tbe front bottom bracket
and the rear seat cluster. You need to tie
in that rear seat cluster ro keep it from
moving, and you need ro help the front
botrom bracker resist lateral deflection.
The Uptube seemed like a real natural
way to take care of those problems. My
bikes weigh a litrle more because of it, but
weight is something that I let fall out of
rhe bottom of the equarion. A good bike
that works well with a rider will outper
form a light bike that doesn't work well
with the rider.
Your randems also have a reputation
for unique steering geometries.
That's something that I stole from Jack
Taylor. Man, I rhink he dialed it in really
well: 73-degree head angle and 2% inches
of fork rake. That leaves you with a trail
of abour 1% inches. On rhe surface that
would seem very strange, especially for a
big bike where you'd want ro have a lot
of stability. A crail dimension that small
would seem backwards.
So why do you rhink this strange
geometry works, rhen?
Well, on a tandem bike you're getting
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some steering stability Out of the longer
wheelbase. You don't need to draw sta
biliry from your trail as much as you do
on a single bike.
But trail also kind of bites you in the
butt on another thing and that is some
thing I call lean steer. On a tandem the
mote trail you have, the more the front
wheel tends to flop in steering maneuvers.
And that's bad because on a tandem
when you're turning sometimes you have
rhe back person leaning differently than
the front person, which can cause a licrle
bit of instability-not in the structure but
just in steering geometry.
Should steering geometry be the same
for an off-road randem as it is for a road
tandem?
Well, an off-road bike is different, and
the way it's different is primarily in what I
call rhe pneumatic trail, which has to do

I've done some
experimen~s

measuring road
shock, and I don't
think it's quite
what people bave
made it out to be.
with the size of the tire's contact patch on
the ground. When you go from road to
off-road, what you're primarily changing
is tire size, tire shape and rite pressure.
The lower air pressures used off-road
ehanges the size of the tire's conracr patch
enough that the pneumatic trail becomes
significant. It slows the steering of the
bike down so that it handles comfortably
off-road.
So the end result is rhat Jack Taylor's
road geomerry works just as well off
road as it does on the road. It's one of
those things where when God was
designing the world he did a pretty damn
good job. Jack Taylor must have had
input from God.
The mndem's Ach.illes heel has always
been the perception that it transmits too
much shock to the stoker. Do you agtee?
I've done some weird experiments on
my own on road shock and I don't think
it's quite what people have made it out to

be. I've road-tested a lot of bikes, and I've
done a lot of experiments where I've put
accelerometers on bike frames and put
them on Fred Flintstone rollers where we
bounce them up and down and impact
teat wheels and measure shock transmis
sion. Man, that's what we do out here
when we're bored [laughs].
And I found a lot of things that don't
jihe with what everybody in the world
tells you. Road shock is a function of ait
pressure and tires. Evetything else is sec
ondary. Yes, a Vitns [light-gauge alu
minum frame] absotbs more road shock
than one of my bikes with oversized
chrome-moly. How much? Oh, about five
pounds of ait pressure [laughs]. With air
pressure and tire size and tite shape, you
have so mnch more control over road
shock than with anything else.
Another issue is the fact that the stoker
can't see the bumps. We found that when
you ride your single bike, you cannot
keep from unloading the saddle when
you see a bump-it'S just instinctive. And
unloading the saddle is orders of magni
tude more importane in curting down
shock than anything else. Bur you can't
unweight instinctively on the back of a
randem. So what happens is [he shock
bits you in the butt and it hits you harder.
That problem is amplified on tandems
with short rear ends, because the sroker is
put in a more uptight riding position. 1f
they're more upright, they have more
weight on the saddle, which means they'll
feel even more road shock. So what we do
is we lengthen out the rear of the bikes so
you get more of a standard weight distri
bution for the stoker.
What do you see as the tradeoffs or
advantages between 26-inch wheels aDd
700e wheels on a raodem?
If you want to go ultimately fast I think
you have [0 go 700e. For everything else
iu the world, you should go 26-inch.
Why?
Smaller wheels are stronger for a given
number of spokes, and larger cross-sec
tion tires are more comfortable. Then
again, in the past, we've always talked
about 700C tires being narrow, 26-inch
tires being wide. Bur there's so much
crossover in the industry now between
narrow 26-inch wheels and wide 700C
wheels. We didn'r have 43C x 700C tires
a few years ago. Now you d.o. That tem
pers it some.
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